
ESSAYS OF ELIA-DREAM CHILDREN

Written about a dream world, the essay Dream Children by Charles Lamb belongs to his famous work Essays of Elia ()
published in London magazines.

Field often spoke of seeing the apparitions of two small children a boy and a girl , running up and down the
steps of the house at midnight, of which Lamb had no luck of witnessing probably an innuendo to The Babies
In The Wood. He dreamt he had two children, a boy and a girl from a beloved wife who had deceased and he
was telling them stories. However, John, in the afterlife, became lame-footed. The Interpretation Of Dreams 
The great psychologist Sigmund Freud, who is hailed as the father of modern psychology claimed that the
unconscious is the key to what one really thinks and feels whereas the dream provide a sort of catharsis. This
house was a hundred times bigger than the house they are living presently. She, however, used the house as if
it were her own. During those days, Lamb himself would sleep with the maid being afraid. Further reading. On
the one hand their actions make their characteristic features clear. It ensures morality and justice. He remained
a bachelor all his life. Even people from many miles around had come to express their condolences and respect
toward her. He reminisced his gentleness and his pettiness and desired him to be alive again. Lucas, E.
However, her spirits still remained upright. He feels as if his wife was communicating with him through Alice.
Its extent and magnitude remain beyond the determination of an ordinary mortal. Lamb, now, tells his children
about their uncle John Lamb. However, everything came to a standstill as his precious little children drifted
away from him, as if reproaching him that all his love for their mother was fraudulent; that he never married
Alice ; and that the children of Alice called Bartrum their father not Lamb. The reaction and response the
children in the essay reflect the effect of the story on their mind and turns the essay dramatic. Here John
expanded all his eye-brows and tried to look courageous. Besides this, Freud mentioned four principle
psychosexual stages namely, oral, anal, paraphaelic and sexual. Lamb took it upon him to nurse and care his
ailing sister and did so for the rest of his life. Lamb himself used to spend hours in gazing upon old busts of
the Emperors of Rome. The unconscious is given a favourable position in the human mind, which is seen as a
justifiable outlet of all the suppressed and the forgotten. He was more satisfied in spending his holidays like
this and preferred it over the usual habits of children and sweet aromas of peaches and nectarines. London:
Methuen and Co. Conjectures were ripe and so were many theories. He would use to be alone while roaming
around in the empty rooms, worn-out tapering etc. It kept on fuming.


